
Fall 2020, ENG 101 WRITING I Section 5
Instructor: King, Matt (Primary)

St. Bonaventure University

There were: 16 possible respondents.

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

    0%100%0%4.274.234.45559
Instructor dissmissed class
(King)

12

    0%100%0%4.804.774.73559
Instructor started class
(King)

11

    LateOn TimeEarly        

  0%0%0%11%89%4.384.374.624.854.899
Would recommend
instructor (King)

10

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

 0%0%0%11%44%44%4.504.514.624.64.339
Outside class technology
helpful

7

 11%0%0%0%56%33%4.464.464.534.644.389In-class technology helpful6

 NoneNeverRarelyHalf TimeUsuallyAlways        

 44%0%0%11%33%11%4.444.454.514.549
Exams reflected covered
material

5

 None
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

0%0%0%0%22%67%11%4.344.324.364.233.899Assigned readings4

None
Did
Not
Read

NeverRarelyHalf TimeUsuallyAlways        

0%0%0%0%11%56%33%4.394.384.504.584.229Syllabus was informative3

None
Did
Not
Read

Str
Disagree

DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

  0%0%0%56%44%4.184.144.434.654.449Would recommend course2

  0%0%0%44%56%4.344.324.374.734.569Student learned in course1

Str
Disagree

DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree
SBU
Avg
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Avg

ENG
Avg

King
Avg

AvgNQuestion Text
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 11%0%0%0%33%56%4.614.604.664.834.629
Instructor available after
class (King)

23

 
Did
Not
Seek

NeverRarelyHalfUsuallyAlways        

  0%0%0%22%78%4.284.284.564.814.789
Instructors graded feedback
(King)

22

  NeverRarelyHalfUsuallyAlways        

  0%0%0%44%56%4.474.464.544.694.569
Instructor encouraged
student questions (King)

21

  0%0%0%33%67%4.374.364.534.774.679
Instructor ensured
understanding of material
(King)

20

  0%0%0%44%56%4.394.364.494.624.569
Instructor stimulated
interest (King)

19

  0%0%0%67%33%4.354.334.304.424.339
Class time used effectively
(King)

17

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

  0%0%100%0%0%4.594.594.784.9259
Pace material was covered
(King)

16

  Too FastFastRightSlowToo Slow        

  0%0%0%44%56%4.634.624.664.734.569
Instructor had command of
material (King)

15

  0%0%0%44%56%4.594.584.624.734.569
Instructor maintained order
(King)

14

  0%0%0%44%56%4.494.504.634.734.569
Instructor spoke clearly
(King)

13

Question: Final Comments: use this space to provide any additional comments about the course, the instructor or both. Please feel free to comment
on areas such as: the instructor's engagement of student interest, the instructor's responsiveness to students, the syllabus, the readings, the exams,
the assignments, the instructor's evaluation of your work, the online learning technology.

 

Used Computer efficiently 

Good use of technology when needed. 

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor’s use (or non-use) of technology. 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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The teaching methods were effective, particularly the when we would have to turn to a peer and discuss our work.King

no commentKing

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor's teaching methods lecture notes, podcasts, discussion forums, group work, etc.. 

This course helped me gain confidence in my writing skills were as my passed English classes in high school, made me feel really bad about it. The professor
gave great feedback and was always willing to help.

 

Would of preferred graded assignments to boost grade rather than having to write an essay about what grade I should get. 

Dr. King was an excellent professor and I felt like he really cared about his students. I was able to see this through the amount of helpful feedback I would
get on each of my assignments. He also took the time to focus on each student in case they had any questions and was through about helping out. Also very
approachable in class which made the course more fun.

 

I loved this class and did very well in it. All of our assignments were relevant to what we were doing in class and the professor was always flexible with
deadlines when needed. The professors always gave us the opportunity to set up zoom meetings for corrections on our papers which was super helpful

 

Great professor! Enjoyed the class. 
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